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olymerase: a structural and
dynamic perspective into the mechanism of
selective covalent inhibition

Letitia Shunmugama and Mahmoud E. S. Soliman *ab

Background: Concerns have been raised over the emerging pandemic status of hepatitis C virus (HCV).

Current available drugs lack specificity, stability and potency. The HCV NS5B RNA-dependent RNA

polymerase (RdRp) is a vital component in viral replication and is often targeted in antiviral therapies.

Recent experimental procedures have led to the discovery of a novel covalent RdRp inhibitor,

compound 47, which selectively targets cysteine 366 of the HCV RdRp and exhibits promising

pharmacokinetic outcomes. Selective covalent inhibition of HCV is, however, a highly neglected subject

in the literature, that is reinforced by the lack of efficient structure-based drug design protocols. In this

paper, an atomistic insight into a novel selective approach to inhibit HCV RdRp is provided.

Methodology/Results: Covalent molecular dynamic analyses revealed the inhibitory mechanism of

compound 47 on the RdRp. Inhibitor binding induced distinctive internal movements resulting in the

disruption of normal physiological interdomain interactions. Conclusion: Compound 47 stimulates

reorganization of key protein elements required for RNA transcription, thus hampering viral replication as

well as disrupting the overall conformation of HCV. This study will open new lines of approach for the

design of novel selective inhibitors against HCV as well as other viral families.
1. Introduction

The hepatitis C virus (HCV) is a membrane-bound, hepato-
tropic RNA virus.1 Over the years, following its initial discovery
in 1989,2 HCV has gained global concern over its ascent to
pandemic status. It is thought that at least 3% of the world's
population has been infected with HCV, of which a further
30% will go on to develop severe hepatic-related diseases
including cirrhosis and hepatocellular cancers.3

The HCV genome is translated into a polymer consisting of
3010 amino acid residues, which are cleaved by both viral and
cellular proteases to generate the proteins necessary for
replication and viral assembly.4,5 Amid these proteins is the
non-structural 5B RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (NS5B
RdRp). The RdRp of HCV is a 66 kDa protein comprised of
approximately 591 amino acids and is located at the C-
terminal of the viral genome. The RdRp occupies a distin-
guishable three-dimensional structure that adopts a right-
handed topology with distinctive domains recognized univer-
sally as the nger, palm, and thumb regions6 (Fig. 1).
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Identied as an essential component of the HCV viral life
cycle, RdRp adopts a vital role in the RNA genome replication
and transcription. The RdRp has two modes of enzyme activity
that correspond to the different conformations. Extensive
interdomain contact between the nger and thumb domains
facilitate the enzyme's closed “active” conformation, which
permits the de novo synthesis of RNA for initiation of viral
replication. However, the enzyme adopts a more open confor-
mation by displacement of the C-terminal tail which also serves
as the linker region and the b-loop. In current research, the
open conformation of RdRp is still an ongoing investigation
and very little is understood about it at the moment, however,
evidence seems to suggest that this state is an indication of
enzyme inactivity as intramolecular domain interactions vital
for the initiation of replication are disturbed.7 Thus, RdRp and
its conformation has immense importance in viral replication,
and for this reason, it is frequently targeted by the medicinal
chemistry researchers and the pharmaceutical industry for the
design and development of potent antiviral therapies.8

Over the last 20 years, several candidate drug have been
discovered and implemented in HCV therapeutics. The drugs
are classied into two distinct classes: nucleoside/nucleotide
inhibitors (NIs) and non-nucleoside inhibitors (NNIs), catego-
rization is dependent on the mechanism of action.9 The NIs
serve as imitator substrates for the RdRp to prevent RNA chain
elongation through nucleoside triphosphate displacement.10

Notable NIs include valopicitabine (Indenix), balapiravir
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Fig. 1 Graphical representation of right-hand X-ray crystallography structure of NS5B RNA dependent RNA polymerase (PDB ID: 3H5S). The
active site is denoted by *.
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(Roche), mericitabine (Pharmasset/Roche)11,12 and uprifosbuvir
(Merck & Co).13,14 In contrast, NNIs preferably bind to allosteric
sites in the RdRp palm or thumb domains, initiating confor-
mational modications of the enzyme, which hinders its func-
tion in the initiation of RNA synthesis.10 Examples of NNIs
include ABT-072, setrobuvir and dasabuvir.15,16

Although the currently available HCV RdRp inhibitors
exhibit potent activity against the viral enzyme, their poor
chemical stability and relatively high molecular weights have
led to challenges arising in their pharmacokinetics especially
concerning drug absorption, distribution, biotransformation
and elimination.17,18 Furthermore, the evolution and adaption
of HCV in favour of survival has primed the onset of mutations
at numerous sites leading to genetic variability amongst
genotypes. A process that is further escalated by RdRp's lack of
adequate proofreading capabilities, means that the enzyme is
unable to correct mechanistic errors, and this may potentially
lead to multiple genetic variations of the virus within a single
infected individual.19 The generation of HCV mutant forms
has actively caused the resistance of the virus to non-selective
enzyme inhibitors.20,21 In due course, researchers developed
a new therapeutic approach that specically targeted the RdRp
of multiple if not all HCV geno- and sub-types, later designated
as selective covalent inhibition. In theory, the approach
appeared to fulll all the aspects lacking in current therapies,
however, its practicality was certainly questioned because of
difficulties encountered during its implementation in drug
discovery as a result of scarce availability of competent
protocols.22
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
Selective covalent inhibition involves the binding of an
inhibitor possessing a highly selective nature, to a residue
belonging to a serine or cysteine amino acid in the protein of
interest. The designated amino acid can be extrapolated from
reports in the literature whereby experimental investigations
reveal its conservative nature across multiple genotypes of
a virus. The resultant bond formed between the two compo-
nents are thought of as an irreversible drug–protein inter-
action.23 In 2006, Lee et al. were the rst to identify the
importance of cysteine 366 (Cys366) in specic targeting of
HCV RdRp.24 The study discovered that mutation of cysteine
to glycine (C366G) results in drastic loss of wild-type RdRp
enzyme activity. These ndings disclosed the importance of
Cys366 in selective inhibitor binding and full enzymatic
functioning of HCV RdRp. The Cys366 amino acid residue is
protected across all HCV RdRp sequences known to date
(Fig. 2). Thus, Cys366 is an ideal target for obtaining selec-
tivity in covalent HCV inhibition.24 However selective cova-
lent inhibition in association with HCV RdRp has not yet
been adequately investigated, which is evident by the lack of
reports in the literature. This lack of research has negatively
impacted the design and discovery of potentially effective
HCV antiviral therapies.25,26

Soon aer its discovery, Chen et al. (2012) issued
substantial ndings supporting the concept of selective
covalent inhibition and specic targeting of RdRp Cys366.6

The study involved synthesis of inhibitors as part of a struc-
ture–activity relationship optimization program, and this
then led to the discovery of 3-(1,2-dihydro-2-oxo-3-pyridinyl)-
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 42210–42222 | 42211



Fig. 2 Sequence alignment of NS5B polymerase. Cysteine 366 is
conserved within all the genotypes of HCV. C: cysteine (red); yellow
star indicates identical residues. The genome sequences for each of
the HCV genotypes were obtained using UniProt and subsequently
aligned using ClustalW2.27,28

Fig. 3 Two-dimensional structural representation of the HCV RdRp
covalent inhibitor, compound 47. Red: C-3 pyridone ring; blue: indole
core and yellow: benzene ring. The compound exhibited covalent
binding to RdRp whereby the thiol group of Cys366 attacked the
benzene ring at the para position to the nitro group and the fluoro
group is released presumably through an aromatic nucleophilic
substitution reaction.6
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5-ethyl-1-[(2-uoro-5-nitrophenyl)methyl]-1H-indole-2-
carboxylic acid, otherwise referred to as compound 47
(Fig. 3). The covalent inhibitor's global experimental prole
revealed good in vitro safety, pharmacokinetics (PK) and
potency. To date, there is no experimental data from inves-
tigations of the structural dynamic entities of compound 47
and its RdRp interactions.

In this study, the selective covalent inhibition of HCV
RdRp was investigated for the rst time. Through extensive
application of various molecular and bioinformatics tools,
RdRp dynamic and structural characteristics of the free
enzyme as well as a covalently-bound complex, were
expressed and compared. This study emphasized the
importance and necessity of selective covalent inhibition in
antiviral therapy. It is hoped that this study will aid in the
design and development of potent, target specic covalent
inhibitors against HCV as well as a wide variety of other
viruses.
42212 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 42210–42222
2. Computational methodology
2.1 System preparation

The HCV RdRp and the three-dimensional structure of the
experimental HCV inhibitor, compound 47, were obtained from
the RSCB Protein Data Bank (PDB code: 3H5S and 3TYQ,
respectively).6,29 The apo system contains only the free enzyme.
The bound system's protonation states were optimized, and
then directly followed by the addition of hydrogen atoms using
the Protein Preparation Wizard in Maestro (Schrödinger).30,31

Molecular docking was utilized to envisage binding affinities
and optimized conformations of compound 47 within the RdRp
active site32 (grid box spacing of 0.375 Å and x, y, z dimensions
of 9 � 9 � 7.72). Docking soware utilized in this study
included AutoDock Vina33 and UCSF Chimera.34 Compound 47
was subsequently docked in the active binding site of RdRp and
the resultant complex accompanied by the most negative
binding energy (kcal mol�1) was selected and subjected to
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
2.2 Molecular dynamics simulation

The MD simulations provide a powerful tool used for the
exploration of the physical activity undertaken by molecules
and atoms, thus, providing a focused interpretation of the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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biomolecular processes of biological systems.35 The Amber14
MD package36,37 was used to perform a 200 nanoseconds (ns)
MD simulation for the apo and bound system. The MD
simulation was performed using the graphics processing unit
(GPU) version of the Particle Mesh Ewald Molecular
Dynamics (PMEMD) engine provided through Amber and the
ff14SB Amber force eld. The antechamber module was uti-
lised to generate partial atomic charges for compound 47 by
applying a General Amber Force Field and restrained elec-
trostatic potential procedures.38 The LEaP module was uti-
lised to neutralise and solvate both the apo and bound
system systems by the addition of hydrogen atoms, and
sodium and chloride ions. Because of the lack of effective
protocols reported for efficient selective covalent inhibition
in the literature, an in-house protocol was devised to enhance
the in silico outcomes of the selective covalent inhibitors. A
greater expansion of the protocol mentioned can be found in
the papers by Khan et al.39,40 The covalent system topology
and input co-ordinate les were created using Dabble.41 To
begin with, the covalently bound system was minimized in
two steps with the restraint potential of 10 Å for consider-
ation of a solute molecule using 500 steepest descent steps,
followed by 1000 steps of conjugate gradient minimization.
The system was then gradually heated from 0 K to 300 K and
2.5 ns of equilibration was executed for apo and bound
system stabilisation. A potential harmonic restraint of
10 kcal mol�1 Å2 for solute atoms and a Langevin thermostat
with a collision frequency of 1 ps was applied to the system.
The pressure and the number of atoms were kept constant to
resemble an isobaric–isothermal ensemble (NPT). The pres-
sure of both the systems were maintained at 1 bar using the
Berendsen barostat42 and the SHAKE algorithm was utilised
for the hydrogen bond constraint.43

2.3 Post analysis

The coordinates of the apo and bound systems were each saved
every 1 ps and the trajectories were analysed using the CPPTRAJ
and PTRAJ modules in the Amber14 package. The following
analyses were performed: root mean square deviation (RMSD),
root mean square uctuations (RMSF), radius of gyration (RoG),
dynamic cross correlation matrix (DCCM), template channel
width, interdomain angle and solvent accessible surface anal-
ysis (SASA). Visualisation and graphical soware programs were
used throughout this study including visual molecular
dynamics44 to visualize projected trajectories, Maestro31 so-
ware for preparation of the systems and nally Origin soware
(OriginLab, Northampton, MA) for the plotting and generation
of graphs.

2.3.1 Root mean square uctuation (RMSF). The uctua-
tion of individual enzyme residues about their average position
within a given MD simulation is referred to as the RMSF.45 The
RMSF analysis provides insights into the exibility of various
regions of the HCV RdRp upon binding of the ligand and is
mathematically calculated as follows:

sRMSFi ¼ ðRMSFi �RMSFÞ
sðRMSFÞ
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
where RMSFi represents the RMSF of the ith residue, from which
the average RMSF is subtracted. This is then divided by the
RMSF's standard deviation [s(RMSF)] to yield the resultant
standardised RMSF (sRMSFi).

2.3.2 Radius of gyration (RoG). The RoG describes the
RMSD of the atoms from the common center of gravity of
a given enzyme molecule. This method of analysis allows the
assessment of protein compactness along a given trajectory in
a MD simulation. The next equation describes how RoG is
estimated:

r2g ¼
Pn

i¼1

wiðri � r�Þ2

Pn

i¼1

wi

where: ri is the position of the ith atom and r is the center mass
of atom i. The mean value is calculated by taking the RoG values
over the number of frames in a given trajectory.46

2.3.3 Dynamic cross correlation matrix (DCCM) analysis.
Dynamic cross correlation is a method that is widely used inMD
simulations to effectively quantify the correlation co-efficient of
the motion between the atoms of a protein. The dynamic cross
correlation (DCC) between the residue-based uctuations
during the simulation was calculated using the CPPTRAJ
module incorporated in AMBER 14. The formula used to
describe DCC is given as follows:

Cij ¼
�
DriDrj

�

�hDri2i
�
Drj2

��1
2

The abbreviated terms denote the following: Cij: cross-
correlation coefficient, fully correlated (�1) to anti-correlated
(+1), i: ith residue, j: jth residue, Dri: displacement vectors cor-
responding to the ith residue, and Drj: displacement vectors
corresponding to the jth residue. The resultant DCCM of each
system was constructed using Origin soware.

2.3.4 Thermodynamic binding free energy calculations.
The MD allow admittance to free energy differences which
control the underlying mechanism of all biological processes.47

Calculations for binding free energy (BFE) is an imperative
method used to observe the in-depth binding mechanism
between a protein and ligand, all-encompassing both entropic
and enthalpic contributions.48 Estimation of the binding
affinity within a docked system is calculated using the BFE with
the Molecular Mechanics/Generalized Born Surface Area (MM/
GBSA) technique. This method can be used to provide repro-
ducible relative binding affinities of compounds with good
accuracy and requires substantially less computational
resources in comparison to a full-scale MD free energy
perturbation/thermodynamic simulation.49 In this study, BFE
was averaged over 20 000 snapshots, which were generated from
the 200 ns trajectory. The explicit solvent used in the MD
simulation was discarded and substituted with a dielectric
continuum as per the MM/GBSA protocol.50 Changes in each
term between the apo and bound states were calculated and
contributed to the total relative BFE.49,50 The MM force elds
were then used to calculate energy contributions from the
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 42210–42222 | 42213



Fig. 4 RMSD plot of C-a atoms of the apo and bound systems.
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atomic coordinates of the ligand, receptor and complex in
a gaseous phase. The equations shown next, present the process
in which the binding free energies (DG) were assessed:

DGbind ¼ DGcomplex � DGreceptor � DGligand (1)

DGbind ¼ Egas + Gsol � TDS (2)

Egas ¼ Eint + Evdw + Eele (3)

Gsol + GGB + GSA (4)

GSA + gSASA (5)

where DGbind is gas-phase summation, Egas is the gas-phase
energy and the solvation energy, Gsol, is less the entropy (TDS)
term. The Egas is the sum of internal energy, Eint, van der Waals
(vdW) energy, EvdW and electrostatic energy, Eele. The total
solvation energy is calculated using a summation of the total
energy contributions of polar and non-polar states (GGB and
GSA, respectively). The GSA is calculated using the solvent
accessible surface area, generated by a water probe radius of 1.4
Å. Resolution of the GGB equation allows the determination of
the energy contributions of the polar states. The total entropy of
the solute is denoted as ‘S’ and the temperature as ‘T’. The
solute and solvent dielectric constants are set to 1 and 80,
respectively.51,52

The MM/GBSA method was also used to calculate the nal
energy per residue decomposition.53 Concerning the estimated
relative BFEs, the degree of accuracy may be enhanced if the
terms in the equation, particularly those in eqn (2), are averaged
over several MD snapshots but typically this depends on the
area of research.50 Conduction of separate MD simulations for
the receptor, ligand and complex will produce more accurate
BFE results, however, it requires greater computational
resources which were not readily available for this study.49,50

Although the MM/GBSA technique lacks the required accuracy
for absolute BFE estimates,51,54 several previous reports
including studies from this research group have successfully
used the MM/GBSA approach in obtaining relative BFE for MD
simulated systems which have been validated with experi-
mental ndings.38,49,55–59 To obtain individual residue contri-
butions to the total BFE prole of compound 47 with the HCV
RdRp, per residue free energy decomposition was performed at
an atomic level for all the important residues using the MM/
GBSA method of Amber14.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Stability of NS5B RdRp apo and bound system

The MD simulations yielded comprehensive insights into the
structure and dynamics of a biological system. The convergence
of a system may be reached as the system gains stability, oen
occurring in an increasingly longer MD simulation. Therefore,
the structural dynamic examination of a system is highly
dependent on the timescale of the MD simulation.60

Throughout the 200 ns simulation, the RMSD of the C-a (alpha
carbon) backbone were observed for both the apo and bound
42214 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 42210–42222
systems. The RMSD analysis was used to graphically monitor
system convergence.61 Both the apo and bound systems
converged at approximately 30 ns and 35 ns, respectively
(Fig. 4).
3.2 Conformational uctuations of NS5B RdRp

To determine whether the binding of compound 47 affected
dynamic residue behavior, the RMSF values of the apo and
bound systems were determined. The RMSF with respect to the
averaged MD simulation conformation was used as a means to
demonstrate the differences arising in the exibility of the
residues. The RMSF of all residues were calculated for structure
backbone exibility and are shown in Fig. 5.

Higher C-a uctuation values signied more exible move-
ments in relation to the average position of the residues, and in
contrast, reduced values express restricted uctuations during
the simulation.62 In Fig. 5, the apo RdRp presented with an
overall higher residual uctuation (8.97 Å) when compared to
the bound system (8.47 Å). This degree of high exibility was in
agreement with results in other papers in the literature,
whereby this property enabled the enzyme to accept single-
stranded RNA templates, and in doing so, the enzyme can
effectively propagate viral replication. This nding strongly
indicated that the binding of compound 47 to the RdRp, low-
ered dynamic residual uctuations of the enzyme, thus
inducing stability of the bound state.

To effectively understand a protein's function at an atomic
level, experimental analysis of the structure was required. It is
important to note that the functional properties of a protein
were determined not only by its relative structural rigidity but
also by its dynamic behavior.63,64 The binding site residues of
compound 47 within 5 Å were: Arg158, Phe193, Pro197, Arg200,
Asn316, Asp318, Asp319, Thr364, Ser365, Ser367, Ser368,
Leu384, Arg386, Arg399, Ser407, Gly410, Asn411, Met414,
Tyr415, Gln446, Ile447, Tyr448, Gly449, Ala450, Tyr555 and
Ser556. Compound 47 was bound covalently to Cys366 located
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 5 Residue-based average C-a fluctuations of the apo and bound conformation of HCV RdRp throughout the 200 ns MD simulation.
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in the palm domain of the RdRp within the active binding site.
In Fig. 5, close observation revealed that the unbound RdRp
experienced a great degree of exibility as the regions assumed
differing conformations in accordance with the opening and
closing of the active binding site. Upon binding of compound
47, the residual uctuations of RdRp were lowered and regions
greatly affected by the covalent binding encompassed residues
12–46, 443–455 and 530–561. During the 200 ns MD simulation,
the covalently bound system did experience occasions of
elevated C-a uctuations. The regions with the most notable
uctuations were residues 59–79, 208–219, 232–256 and 305–
331 (Fig. 5, highlighted in blue). This is because the RdRp
underwent conformational adjustments to accommodate
compound 47 binding and subsequent ligand–enzyme inter-
actions. In essence, compound 47 caused a certain degree of
interference with the enzyme's conformation, which was not
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
good for optimum enzyme functionalities, leading to interrup-
tions in or possibly extermination of downstream activities
important in viral replication.8,16

To provide further insight into the impact of compound 47
binding during conformational sampling, template channel
width (TCW) and interdomain angles were investigated. Nar-
rower widths and smaller angles corresponded to a more closed
enzyme conformation.65 In Fig. 6A and B, it was observed that
the apo system displayed an average interdomain angle of
58.92� and experienced uctuations in TCW ranging between
28.15 Å and 39.55 Å. In contrast, the covalently bound system
exhibited a more compact structure with an average inter-
domain angle of 53.92� and a narrower TCW range of 33.39–
39.19 Å. Overall, compound 47 binding limits the conforma-
tional sampling of HCV RdRp, shiing the enzyme to a more
stabilized closed conformation. Compound 47 allowed the
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 42210–42222 | 42215



Fig. 6 Distance analysis demonstrating the conformational changes of the TCW and interdomain angle upon compound 47 binding. (A) The
interdomain angle was computed by measuring the angle between the centre of the masses of the finger, thumb and palm domains. (B) The
width was calculated by measuring the distance between the C-a atoms of residues Met139 and Val405. (C) Structural dynamic movements of
the TCW in the apo (purple) and bound (orange, ligand highlighted in green) states of HCV RdRp throughout a 200 ns MD simulation. The dashed
line in the highlighted images represents the distance between the C-a atoms of the two residues.

RSC Advances Paper
thumb and nger subdomains to come into proximity to one
another thereby decreasing the TCW, subsequently altering the
interdomain angle. In doing so, this created a difficult task for
the RNA template to gain access to the template channel and
the active binding site.66 Based on these ndings, it is believed
42216 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 42210–42222
that compound 47 prevents the transitions between closed and
open conformations, which are imperative for RdRp func-
tioning in replication, leading to inadequate and inefficient
execution of RNA elongation and subsequent viral
replication.7,67
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 7 Dynamic cross-correlation matrix presenting correlation of residues in the apo (A) and compound 47-bound system (B). The status of
correlated motions is deduced by the colour scale on the right, the black cross indicates Cys366 to which compound 47 is covalently bound.
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To determine the occurrence of correlated dynamics, DCCM
analysis was performed. This method computes the position of
the C-a atoms throughout each independent 200 ns MD simu-
lation.68 The colours red to yellow represent highly positive
correlated C-a movements. In contrast, negative or anti-
correlated movements are represented as colours blue to
black. Whereas similar correlated motions occur in both cases,
the apo enzyme shows higher levels of correlation (red region),
further justied by observing a higher occupancy of positive
cross-correlation coefficient, as shown in Fig. 7A. This correla-
tion decreases upon ligand binding (Fig. 7B), suggesting selec-
tive covalent inhibitor, compound 47, induced a reduction in
uctuations of RdRp C-a atoms. Residues 246–282 and 380–550
which correspond to the nger and thumb domains, respec-
tively, displayed anti-correlated movement (dark blue region) in
the apo and to a slightly lesser degree in the bound system,
supporting the residue uctuations in Fig. 5. These domain
motions serve a fundamental importance as they facilitate an
RdRp closed “active” conformation, which allows for de novo
synthesis of RNA. Therefore, reduction when compound 47 is
bound would be consistent with the inability of the enzyme to
efficiently execute viral replication as the RdRp will not be
adequately equipped to accept and bind the RNA template, thus
hindering the process of viral replication.7

3.3 Solvent accessible surface area and radius of gyration

To further clarify the impact of compound 47 binding on the
structure of RdRp, the SASA was evaluated. Solvent accessibility
quanties the area of a protein obtainable by or exposed to
solvent molecules.69,70 The SASA analyses of both systems were
conducted and the results obtained are presented in Fig. 8A.

The results indicated that the apo system maintained
a consistent residual exposure to solvents throughout the 200 ns
MD simulation. In contrast, the bound system exhibited
a progressive decline in the area accessible to solvents upon
ligand binding. This may serve as an indication that following
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
compound 47 binding to the RdRp, the structural integrity of
the protein was compromised. The active site residues under-
went restructuring, and in the process diminished the area,
which was exposed to solvents. Consequently, these actionsmay
result in the functional loss of proper enzyme activity.71

The RoG measures the compactness of a protein whilst
concurrently providing insight into the biological system's
stability.46,72,73 The comparative RoG for the apo and bound
systems is shown in Fig. 8B. From the relevant gure, it is
observed that the RoG value for both the apo and bound
systems are fairly similar, with an average value of 24.55 Å and
24.28 Å, respectively. These ndings suggest that compound 47
binding to RdRp Cys366 induced a conformational shi to
a more compact structure, despite there only being a 0.27 Å
change, ultimately forming a relatively stable enzyme.
3.4 Ligand interaction with HCV NS5B RdRp

Selective covalent inhibition disrupts the atomic backbone
dynamics of the RdRp through movement of the regulatory
elements such as the thumb domain, b-loop and the C-terminal
tail. Normal physiological structure-based dynamics of the
enzyme requires these important modulatory components for
efficient viral transcription and replication. As observed in Fig.
9, the indole core (C8H7N) of the inhibitor as well as the C-3
pyridone ring are in close contact with Met414. Generally, the
active site adopts a favourable morphology to allow inuential
elements such as the b-loop, a component vital for de novo
initiation, to swing away from the active site thereby allowing
the elongation of the RNA product. When compound 47
undergoes binding, the C-3 pyridone ring of the inhibitor forms
three hydrogen interactions with the backbone of the b-loop
residues Gln446, Tyr448 and Gly449. These bond interactions
induce the descent of the b-loop further into the palm site
thereby disrupting the structural conformation of RdRp, giving
rise to loss of structural integrity. Ultimately, these
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 42210–42222 | 42217



Fig. 8 (A) Solvent accessible surface area of apo and compound 47 bound RdRp. (B) Radiuses of gyration of both systems were measured over
a 200 ns simulation. Data obtained were represented as a plot displaying the differences arising in radius deviation between the apo and covalent
systems.
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consequences may result in the overall prevention of RdRp
enzymatic activity.74
3.5 Free binding energy calculations

The MM/GBSA method is extensively used to approximate the
BFE of an inhibitor at an atomic level.75 The MM/GBSA method
was used to evaluate the total binding energy contributions of
compound 47 to the RdRp as shown in Table 1.
Fig. 9 Ligand–residue interaction diagram of compound 47, inside the a
hydrogen bond interactions.

42218 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 42210–42222
The calculated free binding energies provide conclusive
evidence at the molecular level. This technique delivers good
data which can be used to lay the groundwork that can
improve the design and discovery of small inhibitory mole-
cules that possess enhanced ligand binding properties. The
calculations are dynamic, inexpensive and can be conducted
by members of the scientic community as the process is
programmed using an external interface server and the
ctive site of the palm domain of the RdRp. Orange dashed lines denote

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Table 1 Summary of MM/GBSA-based binding free energy contributions to the compound 47-HCV RdRp complexa

Energy components (kcal mol�1)

DEvdW DEelec DGgas DGsolv DGbind

HCV RdRp �4537.81 � 26.86 �35 742.39 � 139.77 �4144.35 � 146.43 �7040.47 � 115.57 �11 184.82 � 79.80
Compound 47 �7.30 � 2.0 �9.39 � 2.45 78.08 � 6.48 �37.53 � 1.20 40.55 � 6.36
Complex �47.77 � 2.92 �160.62 � 7.68 �129.92 � 8.14 60.94 � 5.92 �68.98 � 4.55

a DEelec: electrostatic, DEvdW: van der Waals, DGbind: calculated total free binding energy, DGgas: gas phase interaction, and DGsolv: solvation free
energy.

Paper RSC Advances
required soware is easily accessible online. The calculated
free binding energy of compound 47 and the RdRp system was
�68.98 kcal mol�1. Interaction forces such as vdW (�47.77 �
2.92 kcal mol�1) and electrostatic (�160.62 � 7.68 kcal mol�1)
contribute greatly towards the total binding energy of
compound 47 to RdRp. The hydrophobic residues lining the
binding site pocket contribute signicantly to the covalently
bound system's free binding energy.
3.6 Per-residue interaction energy decomposition analysis

The total BFE for compound 47 was decomposed into indi-
vidual residue-based contributions using the MM/GBSA
approach. The vdW and electrostatic (elec) interaction
contributions relative to the BFE of compound 47 to RdRp was
estimated to acquire an insight into which residue and energy
constituents had an overall greater impact on the total binding
energy (total). Per-residue energy decomposition analysis was
executed and the results are presented as Fig. 10.
Fig. 10 The per-residue energy decomposition analysis of compound 4

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
Intermolecular interactions between the residues of the
active site facilitate the binding and stabilisation of
compound 47 in the hydrophobic pocket of RdRp. As
observed in Fig. 10, residues that contributes the most energy
towards the complex include Arg158 [�3.02 kcal mol�1

(elec)], Asp319 [�4.125 kcal mol�1 (elec)], Gln446
[�5.51 kcal mol�1 (elec)], Tyr448 [�2.35 kcal mol�1 (vdW)],
[�1.96 kcal mol�1 (elec)] and Gly449 [�3.37 kcal mol�1

(elec)]. The binding site residues that contributed less energy
towards the complex were: Phe193 [�1.35 kcal mol�1 (vdw),
0.10 kcal mol�1 (elec)], Arg200 [�1.08 kcal mol�1 (vdW),
1.08 kcal mol�1 (elec)], Asp318 [�1.64 kcal mol�1 (vdW),
�1.23 kcal mol�1 (elec)], Ser368 [�0.96 kcal mol�1 (vdW),
�0.83 kcal mol�1 (elec)], and Met414 [�1.68 kcal mol�1

(vdW), �0.33 kcal mol�1 (elec)]. From Fig. 10, it can be
deduced that electrostatic interactions from residues 158,
319, 446, 449 and vdW interactions from residues 448 and
414 contributed to the high energy interaction of the covalent
system (DGbind: �68.98 kcal mol�1).
7 bound HCV RdRp.

RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 42210–42222 | 42219
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4. Conclusion

The HCV RdRp has a pivotal role as the driving force behind
viral transcription and replication. Currently available drugs
exhibit rigid pharmacodynamic proles that require optimiza-
tion for efficient viral inhibition in a safe yet effective manner.
The conceptualization of selective covalent inhibition brought
a new, targeted approach to HCV antiviral therapeutics.
Compound 47, an indole core small inhibitor, binds covalently
to Cys366 of the RdRp. The consequential shi in conformation
prompted by the selective covalent binding was led by modi-
cations in enzyme exibility, correlated dynamics and inter-
molecular bonding. Taken together, dynamic and structural
effects of compound 47 binding disseminate throughout the
RdRp, affecting the structural integrity of the enzyme. This may
lead to the loss of appropriate RdRp functioning, ultimately
preventing viral replication and propagation. Therefore, it can
be concluded that selective covalent inhibition is a promising
approach that has the potential to facilitate future potent anti-
HCV therapeutic strategies.
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